LIGHTNING POINT RESTORATION PROJECT –

- Creation of 40± acres of marsh and tidal creeks/scrub-shrub habitat and construction of nearly 4,700± LF of breakwater and jetty structure and 300± LF of vegetated shoreline stabilization.
  - Permitted - April 30, 2019
  - Notice of Award to Contractor - September 9, 2019
  - Construction Starts – end of September 2019
  - Construction Ends – 300 days from Notice to Proceed
  - Monitoring – 5 years post-construction completion

Current conditions: baseline
3-5 year post-construction image (the full project rendering)
Helen Wood Park/Alba Beach Shoreline Protection and Habitat Restoration

Partnership with City of Mobile

Part of the larger Perch Creek Park projects

½ Mile of shoreline protection with marsh enhancement